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SCOPE OF THE REPORT
This report describes the activities of 180 Degrees
Consulting Munich e.V. between April 2017 and April 2019
based on the SRS guidelines (version of 2014).
The reporting period is based on the usual semester timeline at universities in Munich, which we align our activities
with. This is our irst report, which we want to continue in
a biennial rhythm.
We are happy to receive your questions on the report.
impact@180dcmunich.org
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Foreword Global

Foreword Munich

180 Degrees, in a nutshell, is about allowing the world’s top talent to donate with their minds
not just with their money.

A bit more than four years ago, 180 Degrees Consulting Munich was founded. In this rather short
period of time, we developed into an established student initiative that attracts a large number of
talented students every semester – so many that we can even aford a two-stage selection
process.

Why is this important? It’s because doing good is not just an emotional endeavor, but an intellectual endeavor as well. For any outcome being sought, there are a myriad of possible ways to
achieve that outcome, and some approaches are thousands of times more efective than other
approaches. That means that how we approach problems is more important than how much money we throw at it.
How, then, should problems be approached? With creativity, with problem-solving, and with fresh
eyes – the very things top university students possess. That’s why 180 Degrees works through
top universities worldwide.
We’re about developing the next generation of social impact leaders, helping great organizations
achieve their full potential, and doing good in the most efective way possible.
180 Degrees Munich has done an amazing job of achieving these objectives. So much so that the
branch received the award of Best Overall Branch in 2017-2018 out of over 100 branches worldwide. Congratulations! Not only have the career trajectories of countless top students been transformed (which creates a lifetime of impact), but the trajectories of many worthwhile organizations
have been signiicantly improved. This isn’t just speculation. We have amble evidence – from
data, testimonials, client feedback, consultant feedback, and rigorous social impact measurement
– to back up this view.
I want to say a massive thanks to everyone who has contributed to 180 Degrees Munich over the
years – including 180 Degrees Branch Executives who have volunteered tirelessly, 180 Degrees
Consultants who have chosen to use their skills and abilities to improve the world, non-proits and
social enterprises who have been committed to continual improvement and greater impact, and
corporate partners who have generously provided inancial and in-kind support.
This is just the beginning for 180 Degrees. We’re a community of dissatisied, impatient optimists.
People who are dissatisied with the status quo, but optimistic about the future. We view the world
as something to be designed and improved, not merely enjoyed and consumed.

In the years 2017 and 2018, to which this report refers, we were able to make some major
progress: projects with 20 organizations active in 6 diferent countries. In these we have, for
example, developed the concept for an e-commerce platform, which Syrian refugees can use to
sell their own products; top business consultancies at our side, which support us not only
inancially but also with all their experience; and last but not least the award as best 180 Degrees
Branch worldwide. A tribute that we owe to you, dear project and cooperation partners, dear
mentors and alumni. Each of you invested his or her energy and time not only in the success
of our projects, but also in further developing the association. Each of you brought new ideas,
change and improvement.
Meanwhile, we have reached a point where established processes ensure successful projects –
semester after semester. We can all be incredibly proud of this.
At the same time, this was also a signal for us to once again question these well-functioning
processes and ask ourselves: how big is our impact? And: impact – what does that actually
mean?
Finding answers to these questions is not easy. At 180 Degrees Consulting we connect impact
above all with the demands on our own work. We want to support impactful organizations through
our consulting projects. We want to train students with great potential as consultants on our
projects. And we want to leave a lasting mark on these organizations and students – this is our
big goal, our impact. On the following pages you can read what this means in concrete terms and
whether we are achieving our goal. We hope you enjoy reading this report as much as we
enjoyed the last two years at 180 Degrees Consulting Munich. I am looking forward to seeing you
again at the next team weekend, inal event or alumni meeting.
Many thanks for your splendid support over the last years and see you soon.

I hope that this report inspires you to create an even greater positive impact – as it has done for
me.
Kai Riemenschneider
President Munich Branch
Dr. Nat Ware
Founder and CEO of 180 Degrees Consulting
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Overview

As an introduction we would like to give you an insight
into what moves us as an organization.
Our vision, our mission as well as our understanding of
values are the basis for our work. This is what we stand
for as 180 Degrees Consulting Munich.
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There
are
enough
‘‘
charities to solve the
world’s problems.
They just need a
hand to reach their
potential.

Our Vision
H O M E TO P E O P L E T H AT D R I V E G L O B A L I N N O VAT I O N,
SOCIAL EQUALITY AND LASTING CHANGE.

OUR MISSION
We create new ideas, ofer advice and develop working solutions for charitable organizations in
non-proit consulting projects.
We support organizations in achieving their goals and enable talented students to become
responsible leaders.

S H O RT-T E R M

NAT WARE - FOUNDER AND CEO OF 180 DEGREES CONSULTING

LONG-TERM

Students can apply their theoretical knowledge

Their time at 180 Degrees Consulting Munich

to impactful consulting projects. Our project

(180DC) leaves a lasting mark on our mem-

partners beneit from voluntarily developed

bers. Those are actively shaping businesses

solutions on a professional level.

and society in diferent roles – but always as
social entrepreneurs and leaders. They create
positive change by leveraging their knowledge,
experience and values.
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What we ofer

This chapter shows the core of our work. We
demonstrate which societal problems we solve and how
we tackle them. The results of our impact measurement
show that we are on a good track.
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The societal problem
Embracing societal challenges is the most im-

We ask ourselves, what possible causes for

portant step towards solving them in a sustain-

these problems could be among students and

able way. Students, equipped with the neces-

organizations.

sary knowledge to serve as potential drivers
STUDENTS

S O C I E TA L P R O B L E M

of change, largely lack the awareness as well

On the students’ side, we ind that there is a

as the active assumption of responsibility for

lack of appropriate education. In the context of

social problems.

university, one does not learn to apply one’s

P R O J E C T PA RT N E R S

S O C I E TA L P R O B L E M

knowledge in a practical, interdisciplinary and,
Lack of awareness and assumption of
responsibility for challenges in our society

Although there are signs of positive develop-

above all, meaningful way.

ments, for example in the ight against hunger,

Charitable organizations develop innovative

change is often not rapid enough. As a result,

and inspiring solutions, but they have diicul-

many of today’s social challenges remain un-

ties with targeted implementation.

Contemporary societal challenges remain
unsolved despite of existing solution approaches

solved for too long. Every ninth person is
POSSIBLE CAUSES

still malnourished, according to the FAO.

What follows on the side of students is a lack

POSSIBLE CAUSES

of visions. There is uncertainty and missing
Students do not get properly educated. They

initiative when it comes to taking on mean-

Charitable organizations develop great

do not learn how to apply their knowledge

ingful job opportunities. On the other hand,

solution approaches but do not manage a

the potential of charitable organizations often

goal-oriented implementation

across diferent areas in a practical and
meaningful way
CONSEQUENCES
Deiciency of visions, uncertainty and
missing initiative to seize meaningful job
opportunities

“I was convinced by
the combination of
consulting experience,
interdisciplinary teams,
development of new skills
and implementation of
impact-oriented projects.
S T U D E N T C O N S U LTA N T

OUR

remains untapped.
CONSEQUENCES

“We lacked the resources
and know-how to further
develop our project.

Charitable organisations fail at tapping
their full potential

P R O J E C T PA RT N E R

SOLUTION APPROACH

T R A I N I N G - C O N S U LT I N G - C O N N E C T I N G
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C O N S U LT I N G - C O N N E C T I N G
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Our solution approach

Intended impact

Our solution approach is based on three pillars with which we want to contribute to solving

With our tripartite ofer we would like to achieve a positive social impact. Our two target

the social problems described. We train our consultants, we shape the strategic direction of

groups for this are our student consultants and the charitable organizations that we support

our project partners in joint projects, and we connect students and organizations – training,

in their work. Each semester we work with over 30 active members on the strategic

consulting and connecting are the three essentials for our work.

challenges of our project partners.

TRAINING
The training of our consultants is so important to us because we believe that organizations

We aim to train talented students to become responsible leaders. In addition, we want to

need responsible leaders to be successful in the long term. In various workshops and lec-

raise awareness for social challenges. We want to help our consultants to strengthen their

tures we want to impart important skills.

set of values for their individually itting career path.

C O N S U LT I N G

Together with our project partners, we work on their strategic direction. Our consultants can

We help our project partners to work on important strategic questions and support them with

apply the skills they have learnt directly to the project and thus develop quickly. Our project

our sustainable and innovative solutions in their common good-oriented mission for more

partners beneit from our innovative and sustainable solutions.

impact.

CONNECTING
We want to show our consultants what meaningful job proiles exist. Charitable organi-

We connect committed students with charitable organizations. In this way, we aim to raise

zations have direct access to a network of highly talented students who strive for an im-

awareness for possible meaningful job proiles in the social sector. In addition, we strive to

pact-oriented profession.

connect organizations with each other so that synergies can be better exploited in the long
term.
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180 Degrees Consulting ofers a unique combination of student
university and business location as well as home of a thriving public
welfare-oriented sector serves as the perfect starting point
for us to implement our solution approach.

STUDENT
C O N S U LTA N C I E S

I M PA C T
C O N S U LTA N C I E S

C O N S U LTA N C I E S

STUDENT
O R G A N I Z AT I O N S

C H A R I TA B L E
O R G A N I Z AT I O N S

I M PA C T-O R I E N T E D
S T U D E N T I N I T I AT I V E S
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TURN THESE
PAGES 180 DEGREES
TO SEE HOW WE
CREATE IMPACT.

engagement, consulting experience and volunteer work. Munich as a
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22
projects

1,000€
competition award

Invested
resources

85

Work
performed

consultants and

10,000h
of volunteer
work

We can only carry out our projects with the
generous support of our cooperation partners
and mentors. Over the past two years, we
have received inancial as well as in-kind

16
professional training sessions

In the past reporting period of the last two
years, we organized more than 40 workshops
and events for our consultants. Together, we
worked on 22 projects in various areas.

support from various sources.

14

events and networking
opportunities

In total, 16 mentors from consulting irms and
organizations in the social sector have
supported our project teams over the past two

7,500€

years with their valuable expertise.

of sponsoring

13

workshops and talks on
personal development

6

Projects in
diferent countries

45
board members and

5,000h

16
mentors

2,050€
project partner
contributions

volunteer
work
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Our impact on students
Our actual impact from 2017 and 2018 is presented below. We were able to collect the results
through surveys of our consultants, alumni and (former) project partners who worked with us
on social challenges from the summer term 2017 to the winter term 2018/2019.
A core of our work is the development and training of students. We want to ofer a platform

“It was a great and
challenging time, which
helped me to develop
on a personal and
professional level.
S T U D E N T C O N S U LTA N T

where students can gain practical experience, further develop their skills and gain an increased awareness of social problems.

77%
77%

62%

OF OUR ALUMNI SEE 180DC AS A
MAJOR FACTOR IN THEIR CAREER
DECISION.

OF THE ALUMNI FEEL BETTER
P R E PA R E D F O R A L E A D E R S H I P
POSITION DUE TO THE PROFESS I O N A L E D U C AT I O N AT 180D C.

S AY T H AT T H E S K I L L S G A I N E D AT
180DC ARE HELPFUL IN THEIR JOB
O R S T U D Y.

The results of our survey show that our

We would like to contribute to the personal

approach supports raising awareness for

development of our members and show them

social problems, inding meaningful and

meaningful job proiles that it to their indi-

value-oriented careers and training respon-

vidual skills and values. The positive result

sible leader. However, the results also show

is that 77% of our alumni see 180DC as an

that we still have great potential for

inluencing factor in their career choice and

further development in the various focus

feel better prepared for a leadership position

areas.

through their time at 180DC.

We want to bring about long-term social
change in the culture of organizations by

74%

S AY T H AT T H E T I M E AT 180D C H A S
INCREASED THEIR AWARENESS AND
SENSITIVITY TOWARDS SOCIAL
PROBLEMS.

training responsible leaders now, who will
shape the companies of tomorrow for the
future.

“The experiences at
180DC have increased
my social awareness,
problem solving skills
and analytical thinking.
S T U D E N T C O N S U LTA N T
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Our impact on project partners
we want to develop sustainable and innovative solu-

“Usually we follow our
gut feeling. So it was an
advantage for us to get a
data-based perspective.

tions for the challenges of our project partners. To-

P R O J E C T PA RT N E R

Together with student project teams and our mentors,

gether with public welfare organizations, we strive for
an increased social contribution.

9,2/10
80%

87%

O F T H E P R O J E C T PA RT N E R S
I N D I C AT E T H AT T H E Y H AV E
I M P L E M E N T E D AT L E A S T S O M E O F
O U R R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S.

A L S O I N D I C AT E T H AT T H E Y
WILL IMPLEMENT FURTHER
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S I N T H E
F U T U R E T H AT H AV E N O T Y E T
BEEN IMPLEMENTED.

I S O U R AV E R A G E N E T P R O M O E R
S C O R E, W H I C H I N D I C AT E S
W H E T H E R O U R P R O J E C T PA RT N E R S
WOULD RECOMMEND US TO
OTHERS.

The responses of our project partners to the

94% of our project partners say that we

survey show that our work can make a pos-

helped them achieve their goals more easily.

itive contribution to achieving their strategic

This relects our direct contribution to the so-

goals.

cial impact of our project partners and their
social mission.

First and foremost, it is important to us that
our work is efective. The survey shows that
our project partners from the past two years
will implement our results or have already
done so.
That they actually implement our project

94%
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O F O U R P R O J E C T PA RT N E R S
A R E C O N V I N C E D T H AT W E H AV E
HELPED THEM TO ACHIEVE THEIR
G O A L S M O R E E A S I L Y.

results, alone shows that our work meets the
requirements of our project partners.

“The greatest added value
was to work with young,
extremely committed and
interdisciplinary students.
P R O J E C T PA RT N E R
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I M PA C T S TO RY

Overview on resources,
work performed and impact

YOU’RE NOW DOING YOUR PHD AT
TUM. WHAT SKILLS HAVE YOU
ACQUIRED AT 180DC, WHICH NOW
BENEFIT YOU?
The wealth of skills would go beyond the
scope of my story, because I was able to

STUDENTS

gain enormously both on the side of my
DANIEL OBERMEIER

RESOURCES
▪

45 board members have invested 5,000 hours

▪

More than 10,000 € inancial support

Technical University Munich,
Doctoral Researcher
President at 180DC for 3 terms

methodological knowledge (hard skills)
and on the side of my soft skills (sovereign
presentation, negotiation skills, persuasiveness). However, if I had to emphasize three
skills, it would be: taking on responsibility,

WORK PERFORMED
▪

16 professional impulses

▪

13 workshops and presentations on personality development

▪

14 network events and other activities

I M PA C T

DANI, YOU’VE BEEN PRESIDENT FOR A
LONG TIME, AND YOU’VE MADE A BIG
DIFFERENCE IN 180DC. HOW DID 180DC
INFLUENCE YOU?
180DC has opened a new horizon for me.

working with highly motivated students and
structured, analytical thinking. All these skills
I have developed enormously during my time
at 180DC, so I now beneit from them
every day.

I now perceive problems that I have over-

MEANWHILE YOU ARE A MENTOR

looked before and have found the enthusi-

AND HAVE BEEN WITH 180DC SINCE

asm to work on these problems to make our

THE FIRST HOURS. WHAT WOULD BE

world a better place, step by step. In addition

YOUR ADVISE FOR OUR STUDENT

to the necessary skills, I learned through

CONSULTANTS?

180DC that you are not alone on this path,

Have fun and try to learn as much as pos-

but that many inspiring people are willing to

sible from each other, give each other feed-

RESOURCES

work together to achieve positive, sustain-

back and don’t be embarrassed to ask for

▪

85 consultants have invested 10,000 hours

able change in our society. These people

help. Such a diverse, interdisciplinary and

▪

16 Mentors have supported our work on the projects

have become good friends and I am incredi-

inspiring environment is hard to ind and

bly grateful for that.

therefore of enormous value – not only for

▪

77 % feel better prepared for a leadership position

▪

74 % have experienced an increase in awareness of social challenges

▪

77 % see 180DC as a major factor inluencing their career decision

O R G A N I Z AT I O N S

WORK PERFORMED
▪

22 consulting projects with 20 organizations

▪

Projects in 6 diferent countries

▪

6 diferent ields of impact (education, environment, empowerment, humanitarian aid, health
and nutrition, social inclusion)

your studies, but also for your entire person-

“...a new horizon has
opened up for me. I now
perceive problems that I
have overlooked before.

al development and career.
The time at 180DC is what you make of it,
that’s why I would like to encourage you to
actively engage not only for your project

I M PA C T

partners, but also for the further development

▪

94 % of the project partners see our consulting as a contribution to their charitable goals

of the association.

▪

80 % of the project partners have already implemented some of our recommendations

▪

87 % say they will implement further recommendations in the future
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I M PA C T S TO RY
to support young founders from the generation of an innovative business idea through
to linking with investors.
STARTHUB AFRICA IS THE FOLLOW-UP
PROJECT OF ONE OF OUR FORMER
PROJETCT PARTNERS. DO YOU STILL
LAURA ALTHAUS
StartHub Africa, Co-Founder,
Programm Developer
Consultant in the summer term of 2017

LEVERAGE THE RESULTS FROM OUR
PROJECT?

Quality assurance and
continuous evaluation

The 180DC consulting team had developed
metrics for Edupreneur’s impact measure-

YOU CO-FOUNDED A COMPANY IN

ment. After the irst project phase of Edu-

We live an active feedback culture so that we

At the end of each semester, we also receive

UGANDA. HOW DID IT COME ABOUT?

preneur these metrics were also used for

can constantly increase our quality level.

feedback from our project partners on the

MAYBE YOU CAN SAY A FEW WORDS

the actual impact measurement. But now

For each event, the consultants complete

basis of which we can evaluate and improve

ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE DOING?

StartHub Africa is in the comfortable situation

surveys, the results of which are then pre-

our consulting services.

Funny enough, 180DC was the match maker

that a team of the Economics Department of

sented and discussed in board meetings. In

here. I met Matthias, my co-founder, at the

the LMU will take over the impact measure-

this way, suggestions for the implementation

This report and the related surveys are

inal presentation of 180DC at the bufet. The

ment for the near future. So we still use the

of the feedback are developed immediately

another milestone for the further development

StartHub team was just about to start their

metrics as inspiration, but do not use them to

after our events.

of our organization. We use the results to

irst pilot project in Uganda at that time. The

the same extent anymore.

In addition, we use a tool that enables us to

critically review our work and derive strategic

focus of StartHub, education and innovation

WHAT COULD YOU TAKE AWAY FROM

quickly collect feedback for any activity. This

goals for ourselves.

combined with entrepreneurship, fascinat-

180DC ON YOUR EXCITING JOURNEY

allows us to ensure that feedback remains

For the process, we have assembled a team

easily accessible and nothing gets lost.

that has taken care of the implementation of

In consultation with the board, each depart-

the report. Several meetings and feedback

ment sets itself goals for the work during the

loops supported quality assurance.

ed me a lot and so I joined as a co-founder

TO UGANDA?

shortly afterwards.

Extremely much, actually. Just last week
I made a presentation for a company that

“...180DC was – funny
enough – the match
maker on my way to
StartHub Africa.

asked for StartHub employee training and
was inspired by our old 180DC consultant
presentation.
In general, the time with 180DC has given
me a lot of self-conidence to present convincingly and to act professionally. This helps

What we do? StartHub Africa ofers start-up

me in many situations, for example when I

training programs at universities, coaching

meet university presidents to convince them

and networking opportunities

to run our training program at their university,
or in the increasing cooperations with

semester. These are evaluated and corresponding feedback is worked out. Each board
member also receives individual feedback
once per semester, which allows us all and
the association to constantly develop further.

“Never before in my life
have I made so much
progress – in terms of my
abilities, personally,
but also, intellectually.
BOARD MEMBER

companies.
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I M PA C T S TO RY

WHEN DO YOU THINK OF YOUR TIME
AT 180DC IN YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE AS
A CONSULTANT?

“It was great for us that
some of the students also
took part in our programs.
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
AKADEMIE

Learning experiences and
achievements

Almost on a daily basis. In my job I travel a
VINCENT SIMLINGER

lot and see very diferent customers. Both

BCG Platinion, Consultant

on my travels and with the customers them-

180DC Alumnus and Mentor

selves, I often see potential for improvement
with a sustainable character. This can now

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A

begin with simple things such as optimised

MENTOR AT 180DC?

material use and waste avoidance, and can

For me it is a great opportunity to stay in

extend to a digitization strategy that uses

touch with the association and its members.

video conferencing to reduce unnecessary

Furthermore, it is a great opportunity to make

CO2-emissions from travels.

a valuable contribution to society beyond
my student days by supporting the current

WHEN YOU JOINED 180DC, YOU

generation of 180DC consultants on their

ALREADY HAD A LOT OF EXPERIENCE

projects.

IN MANAGEMENT CONSULTING. WHAT
DID YOU TAKE AWAY FROM 180DC?

We are constantly developing ourselves and

The introduction of a joint kick-of event outside

our ofer. The results of our impact measure-

Munich and an impulse evening last semester

ment do not ask for fundamental adjustments.

have already borne fruit for the sense of com-

Nevertheless, it is clear that we must better

munity in the entire association and the bond

integrate the measures for raising awareness

between board and consultants.

and value formation into the course of the
semester in order to continue to develop the

The results also show us that we have to inten-

results positively on the side of the students.

sify our network with project partners in order

“If you approach sustainability the right way, it has
only advantages. That’s
why I try to incorporate
this aspect into my daily
life.

180DC has strongly changed and sharpened
my eye towards sustainability. Before I started working with 180DC, sustainability was
not as present and exciting a topic for me as
it became with 180DC. The world can be
improved bit by bit by each of us, you just
have to start somewhere. If you approach
sustainability in the right way, and even

to achieve the desired synergy efects. Howev-

increase eiciency as a result, that has only

If one compares the results of the survey be-

er, individual results also underline the interde-

advantages. So I try to incorporate this

tween pure consultants and board members,

pendencies of a positive network efect.

aspect into my daily life.

it becomes apparent that the replies of the
former board members are much better. The
work on the board probably reveals a broader
spectrum of social problems and there is a
weekly intensive exchange of information on
a wide variety of topics of the association.
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“The expertise, the ideas
and the strong engagement of the project team
were really valuable.
P R O J E C T PA RT N E R
30

I M PA C T S TO RY

YOU HAVE ALREADY ORGANIZED OUR

Planning and
outlook

CIRCULAR ECONOMY WORKSHOP
TWICE. WHAT EXPERIENCES HAVE
YOU MADE DURING THAT TIME?
MAYRA BUSCHLE

The irst Circular Economy Workshop was

Systemiq, Working Student

an attempt to expand the educational pro-

180DC Alumna in Berlin and Munich

gramme for students in the ield of sustainability and entrepreneurship. It was met with

FROM BERLIN TO MUNICH DIRECTLY
TO OUR BOARD. HOW DID THIS
HAPPEN?
Through my experience as a consultant at
180DC Berlin, I was enthusiastic about the
steep learning curve and the feeling of being
able to have a positive impact. I was par-

a very positive response from the participants. I was particularly impressed by the
fact that the two workshops enabled me to
support students from diferent initiatives
in jointly developing innovative and circular
product and service ideas. Some of the results were truly inspiring. It was a lot of fun.

As a student organization, we are characterized by the fact that the composition of our

“My interdisciplinary
project team helped me to
look at problems from
other perspectives.
S T U D E N T C O N S U LTA N T

board changes frequently, so we would like to
avoid deducting hard targets from the results.
What is crucial for us, however, is to get a feel

CHANCES AND RISKS

for the impact our approach has on our target groups and where our focus for the future

Young people in particular have a stronger

needs to be. We see that there is still great

desire for fulilling careers. In addition to salary

potential to raise awareness for social

and prestige, a positive contribution to society

challenges.

is becoming more and more important in
employer choices.

In order to have a similarly positive efect on

180DC ofers the opportunity to work on

consultants and board members, we would like

meaningful projects while still studying, and at

ticularly pleased at the time that our project

IN THE MEANTIME YOU HAVE GAINED

to continue intensifying the ties between the

the same time enables students to get to know

partner really implemented our recommen-

A LOT OF CONSULTING EXPERIENCE.

two groups. Various initiatives have already

dations. Even though the cities of Berlin

WHAT COULD YOU TAKE AWAY FROM

potential employers who it this proile.

and Munich difer considerably, I then found

been introduced and will be continued.

In the perception of many people, both social

180DC?

people at 180DC Munich who share a com-

180DC was my irst encounter with the con-

We have a relatively clear semester schedule,

mon vision. On the board in Munich I was

sulting world and opened up a network of

(e.g. climate change) are increasing. This is

which also takes a lot of time for preparing

welcomed with open arms and was able to

incredibly inspiring people for me. Here I no-

accompanied by a greater desire of students to

cross-project deliverables. Some of our project

contribute my own ideas and take respon-

ticed that consulting can be a very good way

commit themselves to solving these challenges

partners would rather see this time invested

sibility for the further development of the

to achieve a social and sustainable impact.

and an increasing number of social organiza-

Namely, by helping non-proit organizations

in their projects. We believe that our process

association.

tions pursuing this objective.

to pursue their mission more efectively,

“180DC has given me a
network of unbelievably
inspiring people.

eiciently or strategically. Through 180DC
I was able to gain valuable experience in
project management and negotiation, which
helped me a lot in subsequent activities in

(e.g. distributive justice) and global challenges

is very important for high-quality inal results.
Nevertheless, we will continue to work on

Currently, we do not see any relevant risks that

keeping the processes as lean as possible, so

could signiicantly afect our work over the next

that the focus remains on solving the challeng-

two years.

es of our project partners.

management consulting.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
The Human Resources department accompanies the members of 180DC starting from their
application to their project work and activities in the board until they become alumni and further.
This also includes the organization of our events.
MARKETING &
C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

Organizational structure

The Marketing & Communications department is responsible for the external appearance of 180DC –
towards students, project partners, cooperation partners and alumni.

Despite functionally separate areas, we see

In the past reporting period, 45 board mem-

ourselves as a team. This is relected in the

bers, 85 consultants and 16 mentors contribut-

weekly board meetings, where results are

ed to the success of 180DC.

areas also require the commitment of the
entire board – for example marketing at universities or the selection of new consultants.
Internal projects that go beyond the routine
work within the diferent areas, such as the
preparation of this report, are implemented
with the participation of the whole board.

The Cooperations department manages and expands the 180DC network, identiies opportunities for
collaborations and puts them into action.

presented, and important decisions are made
together. Many tasks within the diferent

C O O P E R AT I O N S

“I now have a stronger
social awareness and have
been able to expand my
problem-solving skills and
analytical thinking.”

PROJECTS
The Projects department is responsible for our consulting projects – from the irst acquisition meeting
to the formulation of the project deinition and the supervision of the project team.
LEGAL & FINANCE

S T U D E N T C O N S U LTA N T

The Legal & Finance department supervises the inances and overviews legal issues concerning
the association.
IT
The IT department develops new ideas and tools for the digital future of both our association
and our project partners.
VICE PRESIDENT
The Vice President is responsible for the internal development and supports the strategic development
of the association.
PRESIDENT
The President is responsible for the strategic orientation of the association, its external representation
and the development of the board members.
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WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT
180DC’S WORK?
The intensive and constructive exchange
with the project team helped us to critically

Partnerships, cooperations and
networks

question and sharpen the goals and contents
SEBASTIAN GARDT
Green City e.V., Fundraiser
Our goal is to reduce emissions of
climate-damaging gases and make the city

With regard to partnerships and cooperations entered into by 180DC Munich, we
focus on shared values and mutual beneits.
Therefore, we cooperate with consultancies,
other student organizations and foundations.
Furthermore, with 180DC Munich we are part
of the 180DC Global Network.
C O N S U LTA N C I E S

STUDENT
O R G A N I Z AT I O N S
180DC Munich is a founding member of the

PROJECTS WITH 180DC. WHAT HAS

Association of Munich Student Initiatives

CONVINCED YOU?

(VMSI), which comprises the majority of
student initiatives in Munich. The VMSI enables knowledge exchange and bundling of
marketing and recruiting activities. In addition,

In order to ofer our student consultants prac-

students with common or complementary

tical knowledge, a network and career per-

interests.

addition to workshops where our members
can gain practical insights and improve their
soft skills, 180DC Munich receives inancial
support to inance events, trainings and

the respective topic. There was enough room
for own ideas and creative development, so
both sides, the consultants and the Green
cellently. We were particularly pleased about
the very personal, cordial working meetings
and professionally organized workshops

We were happy to see how 180DC works.

where we got to know the project team bet-

Volunteering for the common good, learning

ter. Some contacts still exist, which means

valuable skills for the profession and devel-

a big proit for us personally, but also for the

oping personally is a fantastic opportunity.

association!

In our view, working in an interdisciplinary
HOW FAR HAS THE IMPLEMENTATION

ical problems is an important prerequisite

OF THE TWO PROJECTS

for sustainable development. Not only does

PROGRESSED?

this free up creative energy, it also creates

The second of the two projects has now

180DC Munich is proud to be supported by the

an exciting motivation within the team. The

been implemented almost completely. We

BMW Foundation as part of its goal “Promote

experience with the irst project team was

responsible leadership”. This goal is also part

so positive that we decided very quickly to

the irst project. For the irst project, we are

of the 180DC Munich mission.

submit another project.

still looking for inancing that will allow us to

F O U N D AT I O N S

have also implemented some elements of

carry it out for several years. We consider

materials.

the chances for extensive project funding

“The mix of methods was
ideally adapted to the
respective topic and left
enough room for our
own ideas and creative
development.
35

presented our tasks was ideally adapted to

team to deal with current social and ecolog-

spectives, we work together with professional
supported by Oliver Wyman and CGI. In

the project teams worked on, prepared and

City team, could learn from each other exYOU’VE ALREADY DONE TWO

it promotes the network between motivated

consultancies. 180DC Munich is currently

greener and more liveable.

of our project. The mix of methods with which

to be very high, as the inal project report
is extensive, of extremely high quality and
equipped with many very concrete
measures.
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Introduction of the
Board
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TIM
BURNIKEL

LAURENCE
LERCH

C O N S U LT I N G D I R E C TO R

IT

“180DC showed me that
responsible leaders are needed to solve
social problems. They are trained here.”

“For me, 180DC are inspiring
personalities and an incredible
social impact.”

MARC
WANGRIN

NOAH
BUCHER

C O N S U LT I N G D I R E C TO R

LEGAL & FINANCE

“Seeing the concepts we’ve
worked out put into practice and thereby
the life situations of children and people in need
improve, is an indescribable feeling. Through my
experiences, I have not only developed
professionally, but also personally.“

“I had a lot of fun being part of 180.
I got to know many cool new people,
had the opportunity to learn much about teamwork
and organization, to do something good and
to deal with social and sustainable topics.”

ANNABELL
SCHÄFER

CARLA PREGEL
HODERLEIN

MARTEN
BRANDT

SARAH
STEINBACH

MARKETING &
C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

MARKETING &
C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

C O N S U LT I N G D I R E C TO R

C O O P E R AT I O N S

“Being part of 180 gives me an incredibly
valuable foundation to develop myself further and
to make social impact together with an inspiring
environment. The cohesion and motivation of the
members are incomparable.”

“At 180DC you have the opportunity
to work hands-on and help the project partners
to make a real diference. Here I found the best
combination between social commitment and
professionalism.”

“For me, 180DC means implementing
exciting projects with very diferent people,
all connected by a social mindset, and often
being able to help very inspiring people
and their organizations.”

“For me, 180 means growing beyond
oneself and assuming responsibility –
for oneself, the association and society. Where
else can you improve the world and at the same
time spend so much time with exciting and
inspiring personalities?“

JULIA
KÄS

XENIA
BUNK

KAI
RIEMENSCHNEIDER

ELIAS
STEINER

HUMAN RESOURCES

HUMAN RESOURCES

PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

“For me, 180 are ambitious and
inspiring people whose ingenuity and
aspiration have always motivated me to give my
best for the common cause. The most valuable
thing I take away from my time at 180:
The friendships that I have made!”

“For me, being part of 180DC
means constantly facing exciting
challenges and developing myself through
them both personally and professionally. In addition
to practical experience, I have been able to meet
interesting and motivated people and to make a
positive social impact.”

“180DC ofers me a stimulating
environment of inspiring and committed
people in which you can develop and make a
diference. Constantly new challenges and
constantly new great people you get to meet –
that’s what 180DC is all about for me.“

“180DC is a place that ofers
an incredible amount of room for
personal development. Here are people who want
to make a diference together. The inspiring and
challenging time and the many friendships that
have developed are invaluable for me.”
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Our
organization

In the concluding chapter we introduce ourselves from
an organizational perspective. We show how we work
together, in which global organization we are integrated
in and how we inance our work.
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GOVERNING BODY

At the end of the reporting period, the
authorized members to represent the board

Organizational proile

As part of a new organizational structure for

are Kai Riemenschneider, Elias Steiner and

the 2018/2019 winter semester, a process has

Tassilo Mürtz.

been developed for putting together the board.
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
NAME
REGISTERED OFFICE OF
T H E O R G A N I Z AT I O N
F O U N D AT I O N

LEGAL FORM

C O N TA C T I N F O R M AT I O N

180 Degrees Consulting Munich e.V.
L Ö S U N G S A N S AT Z
Munich

Experience with a board of more than 20 members has shown us that we need to limit the

Since we have mentors from impact invest-

number of board members. We communicate

ing, or generally from the social sector, there

early in the semester if there are vacancies on

can be potential conlicts of interest between

the board. Already during the midterm presen-

mentors and project partners. This is the case

tation, the various areas of responsibility are

when the project partner shares sensitive

presented so that interested consultants can

information with us that can give a mentor a

Registered Association (e.V.)
L Ö S U N G S A N S AT Z

get a picture of the work. A general meeting is

competitive advantage. We were able to avoid

convened to assemble the board. The active

such conlicts of interest in the past reporting

Konrad-Celtis-Straße 9, 81369 München
LÖ
ÖS
SU
UN
NG
GS
SA
AN
L
NS
SA
AT
TZ
Z
impact@180dcmunich.org

members from the board of the association

period by means of a control system and the

take part in the general meeting. Before the

signing of non-disclosure agreements.

2015

L Ö S U N G S A N S AT Z

L Ö S U N G S A N S AT Z

meeting, all interested members prepare a
L I N K TO S TAT U T E S O F
T H E O R G A N I Z AT I O N
REGISTER ENTRY

www.180dcmunich.org/statutes
L Ö S U N G S A N S AT Z

short presentation on their vision and their

Register court: München

of the board decide who will ill which position

Register number: VR 205853

based on an objective and structured

goals for the association. The active members

evaluation system.
GOVERNANCE

Since we have almost weekly events during
the semester, regular appointments are

The structure of the association is divided into

necessary to make preparations, distribute

two areas. The consultants carry out projects

tasks, or share progress on current projects.

in teams with the support of mentors and board

For us, a lively culture is very important. We

members. The board is responsible for the

want to maintain a sense of community, for

organization of the semester and the strategic

which a constant exchange is essential.

“What I liked most was the
spirit of the entire board
and the teams.
S T U D E N T C O N S U LTA N T

development of the association.
Meetings of the board usually take place once
a week. The dates for these meetings are set
individually according to availability.
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INTERNAL
CONTROL SYSTEM

A F F I L I AT E D
O R G A N I Z AT I O N S

Well-structured processes form the basis for

With 180DC Munich, we are a licensee of

successful work. We maintain our processes in

180DC Global, the world’s largest student

an interactive online tool that makes it easier

consultancy. We use the international network

for us to make adjustments and keep process-

to exchange knowledge and maintain a regu-

es up-to-date. Each member of the board has

lar exchange, especially in German-speaking

access to the processes and the respective

countries.

progress. In the same tool, we collect relevant
feedback on our activities in a timely manner

180DC is also a founding member of the Asso-

and discuss it together in board meetings. The

ciation of Munich Student Initiatives (Verband

format facilitates accessibility for the coming

Münchner Studentischer Initiativen, VMSI).

semesters.

With this association we represent the student
initiatives and can communicate our common

With regard to our projects, we have estab-

interests to the outside world.

lished two events that enable joint feedback.
Through the World Café, ideas of all members
can low into the projects and current problems
can be discussed and solved. A midterm presentation serves to present the current progress of the project. The feedback of the other
members and mentors helps to sharpen the
project goal and to prepare the project completion in a structured way.

“My engagement at 180DC
showed me that it is
possible and extremely
valuable to found
successful organizations
that prioritize impact over
proit.
S T U D E N T C O N S U LTA N T

DAVID BIRKAS
Goldeimer, Development and Innovation
Goldeimer is committed to toilets worldwide, as 4.5 billion people do not
yet have secure access to sanitary facilities.
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE

HOW DID YOU PROFIT MOST FROM

IMPACT OF 180DC?

THE ADVICE?

180DC has shown us in an optimal way

The advice from 180DC has particularly

where our new product still has potential

strengthened our ideas and plans. Further-

for improvement and can be modiied for a

more, the detailed statistics and results of

successful market entry. By working out a

the surveys will help us to reach our target

business model based on the company’s

group even better in the future.

philosophy, we were able to concentrate optimally on the development of our product and
complete it on time for our internal deadline.

“...a comprehensive and
very understandable inal
report gives us the
opportunity to make
well-founded decisions.

WE HAVE WORKED OUT TWO MARKET
ENTRY STRATEGIES FOR YOU. WHAT
HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED SO FAR?
The developed market entry strategies are
very complex and afect several areas and
process steps within our product development. With the very detailed inal report,
recommended adjustments to our strategy
could also be presented to the relevant
project partners and their practicability is
already being tested. Results concerning

Due to the comprehensive and very well un-

modiications of our internal process struc-

derstandable inal report and the recommen-

tures could be implemented directly.

dations for action it contains, we will – in the
future – be able to make our own well-founded decisions on the further marketing and
sales of our product.
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I M PA C T S TO RY
YOU ARE NOW DOING YOUR PHD IN
MACHINE LEARNING IN OXFORD.

Environmental and social proile

WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO TAKE
AWAY FROM 180DC?
Organized work and problem solving is also
very important in research. It is especially

IMPULSES

C AT E R I N G

YUKI ASANO
University of Oxford, PhD Student

180DC combines personal development

We want to keep the footprint of our events as

with meaningful work and a committed commu-

small as possible. Many of our events the-

nity. This claim should also be relected in our

refore ofer homemade food, which we bring

events. At internally organized events such as

along or cook together on site. When we order

the team weekend and the midterm presenta-

catering, we try to get healthy food from local

tion, there is not only project-related content

suppliers. Unfortunately, we do not yet live

but also inspiring presentations on social and

up to this claim at all of our events. There is

personal challenges as well as plenty of time

also potential in the complete abandonment of

for exchange with other members and alumni.

meaty dishes.

and Oliver Wyman, we also want to keep
the topic of Social Impact present throughout
the semester. Last year, we carried out
maintenance measures in a forest area south
of Munich, visited a Green City hydroelectric
power station and organized an impulse evening with the topic of sustainability.

them with colleagues on a whiteboard.
Although we are now discussing algorithms
and functions, the methodology is the same:
productively bringing in diferent perspectives

YUKI, YOU BROUGHT 180DC TO MUNICH.

and discussing them together increases the

WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION?

quality enormously.

As students in Munich, we saw a clear gap in
the market as a founding team and recognized:

WHERE DO YOU SEE 180DC IN MUNICH

while on the one hand, the Munich universities

IN THE LONG TERM?

produce outstanding, highly motivated stu-

I see 180DC Munich increasingly becoming a

dents, who also want to volunteer, they have

hub, because we are accumulating more and

always had to choose between “consulting/

more project knowledge and thus know the

business oriented” and “NGO/social oriented”.

NGO industry in Munich better than any

Last year we decided to give two gifts to our

The idea of bringing both worlds together is, I

other organization. In connection with this

members. On the one hand a bottle from

think, one of the reasons why 180DC is so suc-

I see the possibility to support the city and

dopper, which is recyclable and sustainably

cessful. There was also the “fun” factor. Found-

possibly the state of Bavaria in various

produced, and on the other hand a jute bag.

ing and running such an active and diverse

projects for the promotion/measurement of

association is challenging, but also incredibly

voluntary commitment and impact.

instructive and fun, so that it really didn’t feel

Bavaria’s NGOs powered by 180DC Munich

like work back then.

so to speak.

In addition to the professionally oriented
workshops of our cooperation partners CGI

180DC Munich Co-Founder

helpful to visualize your ideas and discuss

G I V E AWAY S

In the future, we would like to ask more about
the need for this in order to avoid unnecessary
purchases.

“Bringing business and
social beneits together
is certainly one of the
reasons 180DC is so
successful.
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Finance and accounting
High aspirations

Our inances are overseen by our Head of Legal & Finance. On the basis of our experience from
previous semesters, we jointly plan the expenses for the coming semester. Thanks to the support
of our cooperation partners, we were able to cover most of the expenses in connection with the
further training of our members during the last semesters. For us it is important that the voluntary
commitment of our consultants is not associated with costs.

Originality

INCOME AND EXPENSES

INCOME

(€)

EXPENSES

(€)

SOSE17

WISE17

SOSE18

WISE18

TO TA L

1,673

3,844

4,373

4,418

14,308

789

1,677

4 , 2 11

4,461

11,140

I T-I N F R A S T R U C T U R E 4%
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N 5%

OTHER 8%

Open-mindedness

PROJECT
PA RT N E R S 10%

MARKETING 28%

14,308€

C O O P E R AT I O N
PA RT N E R S 82%

11 , 1 4 0 €

180DC GLOBAL 8%
EVENTS 63%

F I N A N C I A L S I T U AT I O N A N D P L A N N I N G
With the current inancial situation and our cooperation partners we are well positioned for the
coming semesters. With possible further inancial contributions, we could make the further
education of our students even more diverse and efective in accordance with our statutes
of the association.
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CREATIVE IDEAS.
PRACTICAL ACTION.
LASTING CHANGE.

KRISTINA NOTZ
Social Entrepreneurship Akademie, Executive Director
We enable entrepreneurial minds to shape a better world and solve the
problems that matter.
YOU HAVE A LARGE NETWORK OF

HOW DID YOU PROFIT MOST FROM

CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS. WHERE

OUR ADVICE?

WOULD YOU CATEGORIZE 180DC?

On the one hand, the external view is very

To the student initiatives with a high degree of

helpful and the solution ideas or suggestions

professionalization that clearly focus on social

of the student consultants are also imple-

impact.

mentable. We have always paid attention
of doing something implementable in our

“180DC convinces me
again and again by the
standards of their work
and the quality of their
projects.

projects. We appreciate the opportunities for
exchange because students are one of our
target groups. The contact with the consultants is of course very exciting because
they can give us irst-hand information and
insights. In addition to the projects, close,
long-term relationships between consultants

HOW DID IT COME THAT YOU HAVE
ALREADY IMPLEMENTED A TOTAL OF

and the SEA have often developed and we
mutually support each other.

FOUR PROJECTS WITH 180DC?
I generally enjoy working with student
teams; they are highly motivated, committed,
creative and willing to learn. 180DC also
convinces me again and again through the
standards of their work and the quality of
their projects. It’s simply fun to work together
and make a diference for society.
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WE WOULD LIKE TO SAY
THANK YOU
TO OUR 186 MEMBERS
Sabine Adrian
Konstantin Adrianowytsch
Michaela Alka
Laura Althaus
Yuki Asano
Livia Balacescu
Marina Bauer
Julius Baumgart
Georg Bäuml
Luca-Marie Beck
Alexander Berger
Teresa Bertram
Gesa Biermann
Sarah Birneder
Olga Blinova
Alina Blos
Marten Brandt
Marisa Brecht
Sonja Bredemeyer
Lukas Brockmeier
Martin Brüggemann
Noah Bucher
Veronique Bukow
Xenia Bunk
Christian Burger
Tim Burnikel
Soia Ceno
Enes Cetiner
Yi-Fang Chu
Franz Dinkelacker
Marvin Dornick
Martin Dorynek
Heinrich Dröge
Lena Edig
Frank Edzards
Verena Ege
Yasemin Erdemgil
Nora Etxezarreta
Felix Fach
Janek Falkenstein
Christian Felgenhauer
Gloria Flik
Orsolya Földesi
Christine Forster
Claudia Fortkord
Maxim Frenkel
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Lena Friedmann
Kristina Gandl
Cynthia Gaßmann
Nadine Gebeßler
Lukas Gehlen
Alia Gillmulina
Sonja Goerlich
Constantin Gräter-Ranz
Felix Gröbner
Mauritz Halusa
Sara Hänzi
Ralph Hartung
Pascal Hauenstein
Sandra Heigl
Lisa Henze
Paula Hepp
Christoph Heumos
Pauline Heusterberg
Gordian Hofmann
Korbinian Hofmann
Wan Ning Huang
Konstantin Huneke
Marina Hutter
Maximilian Igl
David Jung
Katrin Jutz
Linda Karger
Rebekka Karrer
Julia Käs
Ida Keussen
Sebastian Kießer
Maarten Klap
Malin Klinski
Verena Knerich
Sophia Knopf
Katharina Köll
Lukas Kondmann
Alessandro Kopp
Leonie Kosin
Julian Krauss
Julia Kristlbauer
Anja Kubeneck
Klara Kulenkampf
Susanne Kurowski
Janina Lang
Linda Leicht
Laurence Lerch

Tabea Leusser
Carolin Lindemann
Katharina Lindt
Maria Llinas Soto
Carolin Lunemann
Yutaka Makabe
Andreas Mannott
Giulia Marchegiani
Florian Markschefel
Simon Maroldt
Alessandro Marseglia
Verena Martin
Tim Matheis
Daniel Meng
Daniel Mensah
Johannes Metsch
Svea Meyer
Lisa-Marie Mildner
Yuki Mitsuka
Markus Müller
Felix-Alexander Müller
Laura Müller
Tassilo Mürtz
Eva-Marie Neusiedl
Daniel Obermeier
Stefan Owczarzak
Sedef Özer
Carina Pahr
Liz Plugbeil
Noah Ploch
Daniel Pöllmann
Hannah Popp
Carla Pregel Hoderlein
Inka Reichl
Julia Renner
Julia Reszel
Alexander Richard
Kai Riemenschneider
Alessandra Rojas
Johannes Roscher
Thomas Rother
Timon Ruban
Skander Salah
Annabell Schäfer
Svenja Schäfer
Charlotte Scherf
Maximilian Schiefer

TO OUR MENTORS
Bernhard Schießl
Katharina Schild
Benedikt Schmidl
Carina Schmitz
Cathrin Schmitz-Dräger
Marc Schobert
Stefanie Schöller
Thomas Schreiber
Felix Schröter
Fritz Schuler
Carolin Schuster
Maximilian Schuster
Philipp Schwärzer
Yannik Sdrenka
Jonathan Seipl
Sandra Seyfried
David Sierra Montoya
Laura Siggelow
Vincent Simlinger
Sebastian Simmel
Marco Smolla
Sarah Steinbach
Elias Steiner
Iris Stierlen
Maria Stöcker
Isabella Stürzer
Jonathan Thiel
Lukas Thiele
Tobias Treibel
Michael Trimpl
Stefanie von Jan
Yevheniya Vytruchenko
Marc Wangrin
Raphael Weiß
Marius Werani
Sebastian Weschenbach
Tobias Wetzel
Michaela Widl
Lisa Willmes
Amanda Wirthwein
Johannes Wüllenweber
Konstantina Xypolia
Erhan Yalcin
Militadis Zervas
Daniela Zingler
Claudia Zintz

Laura Bechthold
Gesa Biermann
Julia Binder
Dominic Distel
Clemens Fahrbach
Raphael Feinäugle
Jan Hindrichs
Kathrin Hipp
Julia Kanno
Maximilian Kutiak
Daniel Obermeier
Lisa Reichensperger
Julia Reuter
Patrick Ruf
Kilian Schlabach
Vincent Simlinger
Frank Sprenger
Elmar Stegmeier
Gunnar Stöcker
Nils Ziehn

TO O U R C O O P E R AT I O N PA RT N E R S
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